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ABSTRACT
Background Swimmers, in general are understudied compared to other athletes,
therefore, there is especially little investigation regarding the specific causes of shoulder
pain in swimmers available (Tovin, 2006a). From existing literature, there are
established normal and non-shoulder pain producing muscular activations and upper
body kinematics during the freestyle stroke (Pink et al., 1991), however, it is difficult
for investigators to make conclusions about the associations between improper freestyle
stroke techniques, improper muscular functioning and shoulder pain (Pink & Tibone,
2000). Therefore, the purpose of this study is to assess differences in the coactivation of
triceps brachii and biceps brachii, and elbow angle in swimmers with and without
shoulder pain.
Methods 20 elite level swimmers participated in this study, 10 with shoulder pain
and 10 without. Participants filled out the Penn Shoulder Score (PSS) and Disabilities
of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand (DASH) Outcome Measure to quantify shoulder pain.
Swimmers participated in five, 2-minute trials of simulated freestyle swimming on a
customized swim ergometer. Biceps and triceps activity were measured using
electromyography, and elbow kinematics were assessed using motion capture.
Significance was set at p < 0.05.
Results The stroke was divided into Early and Late phase, based on the position
of the upper arm to the shoulder. During the entire freestyle stroke, the Pain group
demonstrated significantly greater right biceps co-contraction index (CCI) (p<.0003).
During the Early phase of the stroke, the Pain group had significantly greater peak
elbow angles on both sides (p<.0058). The Pain group also had a greater right peak
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biceps activation (p<.0001) and a greater right peak triceps activation (p=.0046)
during the Early phase of the stroke. In the Late phase of the stroke, the No Pain group
had a greater right elbow angle (p=.0230), while the Pain group had a greater right
peak biceps activity (p=.0002). In the Late phase of the stroke, there was a moderate
association between left peak biceps activation and left peak elbow angle (R2=0.598,
p<.0001).
Conclusions Swimmers with shoulder pain had different biceps and triceps
activation patterns and elbow kinematics than swimmers without shoulder pain. Those
with shoulder pain are seen to have decreased elbow flexion in the late phase of the
stroke and greater biceps activation in lieu of lesser triceps activation. Additional
research is needed examining the biceps and triceps muscle activity during freestyle
swimming. Examining biceps and triceps coactivation, elbow mechanics and
associations between stroke mechanics and injuries may allow for preventative
protocols to be developed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Swimming is a popular sport worldwide, drawing participation from all ages,
whether for health benefits, leisure, workout or competition. In 2003, USA Swimming
surpassed 250,000 registered athletes from preschool to college age; since then the
participation in year-round competitive swimming has only grown(Johnson et al.,
2003; Kammer et al., 1999). Those who choose to participate in the sport and wish to
reach an elite level of competition train up to 20,000 yards or meters a day with
sometimes upwards of 8 in water training sessions per week, aside from work done on
the land (agility, weight training, stretching etc.) (Johnson et al., 2003).
With the volume of training done in the pool, it is not uncommon for
swimmers to experience injuries, specifically to the shoulder and surrounding
musculature. Swimming, along with other overhead sports (i.e., baseball, volleyball,
softball, tennis), involves repetitive overhead arm movements where the humerus is
externally rotated and the shoulder abducted and elevated, typically qualified as a
“throwing motion.” This throwing motion has been identified as a risk factor for
shoulder injury and pain (Edmonds & Dengerink, 2014). Swimmers are especially
vulnerable for these types of overuse injuries considering some elite swimmers will
complete up to one million shoulder rotations each week (Johnson et al., 2003;
Kammer et al., 1999). Additionally, if these rotations are done using improper
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biomechanics, there is a significant increased risk of injury (Kammer et al., 1999).
One study reported when swimmers were asked about shoulder pain history, 47% of
13- to 14-year-olds, 66% of 15- to 16-year-olds, and 73% of elite college swimmers
had presented some type of shoulder pain(McMaster & Troup, 1993). Not only is
shoulder pain an issue for swimmers, but it is an issue for all ages of swimmers.
It is important for both coaches and athletes to understand the causes of
shoulder injuries in their sport and how to prevent them. The body of research
surrounding swimming and shoulder pain is limited. There is no established cause
responsible for shoulder pain described by swimmers. Additionally, there are no
established treatments and/or preventative programs for those experiencing shoulder
pain.

A. Statement of the Problem
In the past decade, research has suggested that the common pain experienced
by swimmers, called “swimmers’ shoulder,” may be related to impingement, rotator
cuff tendonitis, shoulder instability and/or biceps tendonitis (Gaunt & Maffulli, 2012a;
Sein et al., 2010). The physiological events leading up to, and following, the
insurgence of shoulder pain are not yet established, even though up to 74% of
swimmers sustain a shoulder injury during their career (Page, 2011; Walker et al.,
2012a). Additionally, there is no agreement among therapists on the rehabilitation
protocols to apply to treat shoulder injury in swimmers (Gaunt & Maffulli, 2012a).
Furthermore, with the heavily repeated “throwing motion” used during
swimming, over time, breakdowns in muscular function and kinematic performance
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are exacerbated and are correlated with shoulder pain. Even elite athletes can
experience muscular imbalances. Though these imbalances and form faults may not
effect athletic performance immediately, detection of possible imbalances and
dysfunctions are imperative as they can lead to shoulder pain in the future(Cools et al.,
2015). In swimming, the muscles surrounding the rotator cuff, such as the serratus
anterior and supraspinatus, have been researched in conjunction with rotator cuff
kinematics during swimming with their relation to shoulder pain. However, no
definitive conclusions have yet to be made regarding stroke kinematics, muscular
function and shoulder pain (Pink et al., 1991; Scovazzo et al., 1988). Additionally,
there is little to no research reported on elbow kinematics and biceps and triceps
activation during swimming and the possible relationship with any faults in kinematic
and muscular activation and shoulder pain.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to assess differences in the coactivation
of triceps brachii and biceps brachii, and elbow angle in swimmers with and without
shoulder pain. The results of this research will aid in filling the gap in understanding
specific causes and effects of swimmers’ shoulder.

B. Specific Aims
Primary Aim:
To investigate the behavior of the biceps and triceps brachii muscles during
simulated swimming tasks in swimmers with and without shoulder pain.
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H1: Swimmers with shoulder pain will have higher levels of activation in the
biceps brachii and lower activation on the triceps brachii compared to swimmers
without shoulder pain.
Secondary Aim:
To compare the kinematics of the elbow joint during simulated swimming
stroke gesture/movement in swimmers with and without shoulder pain.
H2: Swimmers presenting shoulder pain will have a smaller elbow flexion
angle during the simulated swimming stroke compared to swimmers not presenting
shoulder pain.

C. Justification
Swimmer’s shoulder, a term for regional shoulder pain experienced by
swimmers, can be caused by improper biomechanics i.e. the misuse of the body during
training and sport activity (Tovin, 2006a). Swimmer’s shoulder and other pathologies
have been assessed and quantified through the use of clinical, physical assessments
and EMG analysis in previous research (Pink et al., 1991; Pink & Tibone, 2000;
Scovazzo et al., 1988). However, shoulder mechanics and muscular dysfunctions that
may lead to pain are not fully understood. Additionally, most shoulder pain prevention
programs are not unique. Instead they are based on those that were created to treat
injury (Tovin, 2006a). Therefore, it is imperative for an assessment to be created to
evaluate stroke mechanics to understand how to prevent shoulder injury and
dysfunction. Understanding what muscular and kinematic problems contribute to
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shoulder pain will allow unique assessments and unique programs to be curated for the
sole purpose of preventing shoulder pain.
In other overhead sports where upper extremity injuries are prominent, such as
volleyball and baseball, EMG and motion capture analysis can be used readily during
practice or gameplay. However, the use of these assessments in swimmers is limited
due to the sport being performed in a water environment (Scovazzo et al., 1988). More
research is necessary on swimmers specifically. There is a high percentage of
swimming athletes reporting shoulder pain but a lack in specific established causes for
this pain(Page, 2011; Walker et al., 2012b). Research that investigates swimming
motions and muscular activity will aid in establishing relationships between muscular
functions and kinematics with shoulder pain and will aid coaches and athletes in
determining the best course of action to prevent and treat shoulder pain. Therefore, the
procedure used in this proposed research study is aiming to test swimmers completing
a movement task on a swim ergometer allowing for motions closely mimicking the
freestyle swimming stroke (the predominantly used training stroke in competitive
swimmers (Wanivenhaus et al., 2012)).

D. Significance
The scope of knowledge pertaining to elbow kinematics and biceps
brachii and triceps brachii muscular function in swimmers experiencing pain is
limited. Most of the research performed on swimmers examine the rotator cuff and the
surrounding muscles to focus on pathologies including subacromial impingement.
However, improper elbow kinematics during the freestyle stroke can be a sign of
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injury (Wanivenhaus et al., 2012). Therefore, this study will expand on the knowledge
of activation and coactivation of the prime movers of the elbow and elbow kinematics
during the pull phase of the freestyle swimming stroke in order to assess swimmer
shoulder problems. The findings of this study aim to identify a relationship between
muscular activation and timing, elbow kinematics and shoulder pain to aid athletes,
coaches, and trainers to understanding the needs of swimming athletes in prevention
and detection of possible pain and injury.
To understand the shoulder pain experienced by swimmers, it is
imperative to understand the muscular functioning and kinematics about the shoulder
in these athletes. Understanding how the muscles fire and activate with each other
during swimming will allow coaches and athletes alike to address potentially paininducing mechanical and muscular function faults as they arise. Increasing muscular
and kinematic knowledge pertaining to swimmer’s shoulder pain may help coaches
and athletes prevent and potentially treat symptoms through the creation of
preventative and rehabilitative programs.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Shoulder Pain: Swimmers’ Shoulder
Swimming is a popular sport among people of all skill levels. Its benefits for
cardiovascular and musculoskeletal health draw in participants looking to stay fit
recreationally, and the competitive nature of the sport draws in athletes of all ages
(Gaunt & Maffulli, 2012b; Kammer et al., 1999). Athletes typically begin at around
age 7, and typically compete year-round. At the elite level, swimmers can be in the
water 6 to 7 days a week, with up to 11, two-hour workouts in the pool, in addition to
weight training (Kammer et al., 1999). These in-water training sessions consist of
10,000 to 14,000 meters swimming. (Kammer et al., 1999; Scovazzo et al., 1988).
Unfortunately, up to 74% of swimmers will sustain a shoulder injury during their
career (Page, 2011; Walker et al., 2012b). In fact, there is such a high incidence of
shoulder pain in these athletes, that the average age of initial presentation of shoulder
pain to a physician is 18 years old (Kammer et al., 1999). In a 5-year survey from the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), elite swimmer injury rates were 4
injuries per 1000 hours of training for men, and 3.78 per 1000 hours for women, with
up to 91% of these from shoulder injuries (Wanivenhaus et al., 2012).
Along with other overhead sports, such as baseball, volleyball, softball and
tennis, swimming involves repetitive overhead arm movements where the humerus is
externally rotated and the shoulder abducted and elevated. This is typically qualified
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as a “throwing motion,” and has been proven to be a cause of pain and injury in the
shoulders and upper limbs in overhead athletes who have competed at elite levels
(Scovazzo et al., 1988).
Volleyball serves, javelin throws, tennis strokes and golf swings have been
readily analyzed using electromyography to determine muscular function and possible
causes of pain. However, there is a limited body of research surrounding the specific
kinematic or muscular factors responsible for the shoulder pain presented in swimmers
(Scovazzo et al., 1988). The term “swimmer’s shoulder” was coined to describe the
generic condition of musculoskeletal and regional shoulder pain experienced by
swimmers (Tovin, 2006b). The term has since been used to describe any pain
experienced by swimmers about the shoulder region. Rather than determining specific
regions of shoulder pain in swimmers, or diagnosing specific pathologies,
professionals use the term swimmer’s shoulder to encompass all issues within this
region, since there is such a high prevalence of shoulder pain in the sport.
Swimmer’s shoulder may be related to impingement, rotator cuff tendonitis,
shoulder instability and/or biceps tendonitis, among other soft tissue and ligament
pathologies. However, there is limited information available in the literature regarding
these pathologies and swimmer shoulder pain (Gaunt & Maffulli, 2012b; Sein et al.,
2010; Walker et al., 2012b). Despite the lack in clarity with respect to the cause of
swimmer’s shoulder, this diagnosis is the most common orthopedic complaint in
swimmers (Wanivenhaus et al., 2012). Following the diagnosis of swimmer’s
shoulder, athletes engage in a rehabilitation program to decrease pain and restore the
function of the shoulder joint. There is, however, no agreement among therapists on
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the rehabilitation protocols for treatment of shoulder injury in swimmers (Gaunt &
Maffulli, 2012b). Additionally, most shoulder pain/injury preventative programs for
swimmers are based on programs that treat impairments post injury (Tovin, 2006b).
This is due to the lack of research of muscular function and kinematics about the
shoulder in swimmers and the correlation with shoulder pain it is difficult to design
unique, research-based training programs to prevent shoulder pain (Tovin, 2006b).
This lack of critical information about swimmer’s shoulder means that there
are sub-par injury prevention programs being utilized by coaches, athletes, and
trainers. The athletes who experience this pain are more likely to cease participation in
the sport due to detraining and debilitating pain (McMaster & Troup, 1993; Rodeo et
al., 2016). In recent years, biomechanical analysis technology has advanced so that
clinicians are able to evaluate athletes for kinematic faults that may lead to injury. For
example, anterior cruciate ligament rupture tears, common in popular land-sports such
as football and soccer, can now be prevented with screening and training programs
derived from longitudinal research (Hewett & Bates, 2017). The sport of swimming
will benefit from swimmer-specific biomechanical research. In the same way
kinematics and muscular activation research can prevent anterior cruciate ligament
tears, swimmer’s shoulder can be investigated and possibly prevented.
Freestyle Swimming Stroke
Despite a swimmer’s specialty stroke or event, 75-90% of the yards swam
during practices are done using the freestyle stroke (Kammer et al., 1999; Scovazzo et
al., 1988). With athletes averaging about 8 to 10 arm cycles per 25 yards, over 1
million shoulder rotations can occur each week (Johnson et al., 2003). This stroke is
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done prone, with the arms cycling in a “throwing motion” with legs straight and feet
pointed, kicking consistently. The arm cycle has been described by multiple
researchers in phases in order to increase clarity of the stroke mechanics and to section
the strokes into more easily studied pieces. Depending on the purpose of one’s study,
the phases may be different. For example, Wanivenhaus et al (2012) broke the
freestyle stroke into four phases for the assessment of shoulder position and muscular
activity. These included: hand entry, early pull-through phase (maximum forward
extension to 90° flexion), late pull-through phase (90° flexion to hand exit), and the
recovery phase (Wanivenhaus et al., 2012). Differing slightly, Scovazzo et al. (1991)
also broke the freestyle stroke into four divisions to study muscular activation in
twelve muscles about the rotator cuff. These divisions were as follows: the early pull
through, which begins with hand entry into the water and ends when the humerus is
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the torso, the late pull-through, which begins
at the completion of early pull-through and ending as the hand leaves the water; the
early recovery, which begins at the hand exiting the water and ends when the humerus
is perpendicular to the water surface; and finally, the late recovery which begins at the
completion of early recovery and ends at hand entry/reentry to the water (Scovazzo et
al., 1988). Matzkin breaks the freestyle stroke into 6 phases (Matzkin et al., 2016);
however, many investigators include less detail and group most of the freestyle
motion into simpler terms, such as the previously discussed: “early pull-through,”
“late pull-through,” and “recovery,” or hand entry, pull-through and recovery (Johnson
et al., 2003; Souza, 1994; Virag et al., 2014). Despite differing descriptions of the
freestyle stroke, the instructions given to young swimmers is consistent when learning
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how to perform it. As athletes age, it is common for them to settle into their own
stroke technique that suits their own anatomy and preference.
Swimming research on the most efficient stroke has kept the “preferred”
technique for freestyle variable throughout the years. In the 1970s, swimming research
suggested that freestyle propulsion was due to lift forces based on Bernoulli's Principle
of Hydrodynamic Forces, and an S-shaped pull through was used by coaches and
athletes (Johnson et al., 2003). Later, in the 1990s, this S-shaped pull through was
disproved to be the most efficient freestyle stroke technique with objective
biomechanical analyses. Freestyle propulsion was instead found to be attributed to
drag forces based on Newton’s Third Law of Motion (Johnson et al., 2003). This
changed the preferred technique for the most efficient freestyle stroke from the Sshaped pull through to a stroke where the hand moves in a straight line underneath the
body, from entry to the water to exit of the water (Johnson et al., 2003; Maglischo,
1993; Rushall et al., 1994). In the early 2000s, the freestyle stroke was investigated
further, and the most efficient stroke was adapted yet again. In this stroke, athletes
rolled their body onto the side where the arm was pulling and balanced in this position
while the hand propelled them through the water (Johnson et al., 2003). Matzkin
(2016) describes proper freestyle mechanics as the hand entering at its maximum
elevation angle and using the body’s rotation to increase range of motion for the
maximal reach and greatest pull through for the propulsion phase. As new research
surfaces for improvements in speed and reductions in effort, coaches have begun
instructing athletes with their own preferred technique. This has resulted in slight
difference between each swimmer and their stroke technique. These variabilities are
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typically not cause for concern, as there is no “ideal pattern of movement,” instead a
“common pattern of coordination” (Martinez-Sobrino et al., 2017; Zanone & Kelso,
1997). However, there is research suggesting that significant deviation from the
“preferred” freestyle stroke, using a straight through the water pull accompanied by a
slight body roll, can contribute to shoulder pain and possible swimmers’ shoulder.

Freestyle Kinematics: Painful versus Non-Painful Shoulder
Improper biomechanics during freestyle swimming can be a major contributor
to shoulder pain and injury (Scovazzo et al., 1988). As athletes age and training
intensifies, technique takes a back seat during practice as yardage increases. Technical
flaws in stroke can lead to an increase in stress on the rotator cuff and are exacerbated
by fatigue (Kammer et al., 1999).
A study performed at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill sought to
determine the differences between proper freestyle kinematics and improper
kinematics that result in shoulder pain and potential injury (Virag et al., 2014). “Hand
entry,” “pull-through,” “recovery” and “all” were the stroke phases assessed.
Technique errors were relevant to the presentation of shoulder pain due to (1) the
increases of impingement to the anterior shoulder and stressing the biceps attachment
to the anterior labrum during hand entry (2) increases in external rotation and the
placement of the propulsive muscles at a mechanical disadvantage during pull
through, and (3) the elbow being kept higher than the wrist throughout the recovery
phase and a body roll of about 45 degrees along the longitudinal axis of the body. The
main findings of this study included a high prevalence of this dropped elbow in the
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pull-through and recovery phases. This improper elbow position, however, was
unclear if it is the cause of or the result of shoulder pain. Additionally, Virag’s
findings have been confirmed that a dropped elbow, a biomechanical fault, is corelated
with shoulder pain (Matzkin et al., 2016; Virag et al., 2014).
Other research has confirmed that the pull-through phase of the freestyle stroke
is where shoulder pain most commonly occurs, as this stage is where the most force
generation occurs and the humerus is maximally internally rotated (Matzkin et al.,
2016). A dropped elbow in a freestyle recovery may be due to a painful internal
rotation and cause the athlete to swing the arm wide on recovery, with the hand exiting
the water earlier than average to compensate for the dropped elbow in recovery. The
result of the elbow dropping below the wrist is a shortened stroke. Athletes who drop
their elbow will exit their hand from the water at the end of the pull through before the
arm is fully extended. These shortened strokes are correlated with shoulder pain and
are either compensatory, or a cause of the pain (Matzkin et al., 2016; Pink & Tibone,
2000). Additionally, research has also confirmed that excessive body roll (ie the
swimmer’s body rotating greater than 45 degrees along the longitudinal axis when in
the early pull through/reach phase of the freestyle stroke) likely signifies shoulder
pain, as an increase in body roll allows the hand to exit the water with less
hyperextension of the shoulder, completely avoiding anterior tilting of the humeral
head (Matzkin et al., 2016).
A 12-month prospective cohort study of shoulder pain injury and risk factors
was conducted by Walker (2012). Of the shoulder injuries assessed, 90% were
sustained during swimming training, and 74% of these during the pull through phase
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of the freestyle stroke. Swimmers with higher or lower than normal shoulder external
rotation (>100 degrees or <93 degrees) during baseline testing were at an increased
risk of developing a shoulder injury, regardless of swim training exposure. This
suggests that there is a range of shoulder flexibility that produces the most ideal
swimming kinematics to reduce the risk of injury, and that the improper external
rotation of the shoulder may reduce kinesthetic sense, thereby increasing shoulder pain
risk (Walker et al., 2012b). Further research is necessary to pin-point the causes of
shoulder pain and explore freestyle techniques that prevent shoulder injury.
While elbow position with reference to the frontal plane is commonly
acknowledged and studied by coaches and researchers for swimming, there is a major
gap in the proper and least risky elbow kinematics during the freestyle arm cycle. It
has been established that efficient swimming requires only slight elbow flexion during
the mid-portion of the pull, as there are reductions in propulsive force when swimmers
drop their elbow. Additionally, the s-shaped pull has also been proved to be inefficient
through under-water videography and kinematic analysis (Prins et al., 2012). Despite
the establishment of the most efficient elbow positions during pull-through,
investigators have not established whether or not the inefficient elbow positions are
correlated or a cause of shoulder pain.

Normal Freestyle Muscular Activation
During the freestyle swimming stroke, there is an expected pattern of muscular
activation in the upper extremity as athletes go through the stroke cycle. The greatest
propulsive force in swimming is created through adduction and internal rotation at the
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upper extremity during the pull-through phase of the stroke (Wanivenhaus et al.,
2012). Muscularly, this is performed predominantly by the pectoralis major and the
latissimus dorsi. Stabilizers during the freestyle stroke include the teres minor, which
provides an external rotation force. The subscapularis and the serratus anterior are
active throughout the freestyle arm cycles , as well as working as an internal rotator
and performing scapular stabilization, respectively (Wanivenhaus et al., 2012).
Table 1: Stroke Phase, Shoulder Kinematics and Muscle Activation

(adapted from Wanivenhaus et al., 2012)
Heinlein (2010) provides a table to visually connect the phases of the freestyle
stroke and their respective muscular activations. These activities are based on a joint
electromyographic and cinematographic analysis.
To understand conditions that lead to shoulder pain, Nuber and colleagues
(1986) performed a fine wire electromyographic analysis of the shoulder muscles on
11 athletes during swimming to investigate muscular firing patterns. They compared
dry-land muscular activation patterns to in-water patterns for the freestyle stroke and
found only minor differences in EMG patterns due in part to the lack of resistance on
land. These findings allow coaches and athletes to continue to assess muscular activity
whether on land or in water. The normalized EMG values for the muscles established
what proper muscular function should be in swimming athletes. This provided future
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research studies with baseline EMG research to compare data to when assessing
improper swimming techniques that may lead to injury/pain.

Figure 1: Phases of the freestyle stroke (adapted from Heinlein(2010))
Pink et al. (1991) performed an electromyographic and
cinematographic analysis of the freestyle stroke on normal, no-pain presenting
swimmers in order to establish “normal” muscular activation during the freestyle
stroke. This study provides a reliable description of normal freestyle stroke patterns in
athletes not experiencing shoulder pain. Procedures used in this study can be
compared to those used in the current one; however, muscular activities are different
due to the difference in chosen muscles. Future athletes and coaches will be able to
use this information to compare their own muscular activities to. With the
establishment of normal muscular function, one can determine if their function is
improper and if their freestyle stroke needs to be changed in order to meet this normal,
non-pain inducing stroke.
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Freestyle Muscular Activation in the Painful Shoulder
Compensatory stroke patterns are typically seen in swimmers with
symptomatic (painful) shoulders (Heinlein & Cosgarea, 2010). However, it is unclear
whether these alterations are the cause of or the consequence of pain. Studying the
muscular activation about the shoulder in athletes with painful shoulders can help
athletes, coaches and clinicians understand more about the source of shoulder pain.
Heinlein et al.’s review of the literature (2010) confirms that there are multiple
variations in mechanics and muscular activation during the freestyle stroke in athletes
presenting shoulder pain.
Scovazzo, et. al (1988), described the muscular firing patterns of 12 shoulder
muscles in swimmers who were experiencing shoulder pain. Swimmers experiencing
shoulder pain had a few major differences in muscular activation compared to those
without (Scovazzo et al., 1988). The serratus anterior was less active during the
middle of the pull-through phase, forcing the rhomboids to activate at a greater level to
stabilize the scapula in a compensatory fashion. Because the serratus anterior and the
rhomboids are agonistically related, when one cannot perform, the other will
compensate. It is likely that the serratus anterior fatigues in swimmers with a painful
shoulder due to overuse in the avoidance of internal rotation. This overuse forces the
rhomboid to activate at a greater level (Pink & Tibone, 2000; Scovazzo et al., 1988).
Similar to the change in activation patterns in the serratus anterior and
rhomboid, the antagonistically paired subscapularis and infraspinatus have a changed
muscular activation pattern in swimmers with a painful shoulder. The subscapularis
shows a decrease in activity during the middle of recovery, and the infraspinatus
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“takes over” with an increase in activity to compensate. This may be due to the
athletes’ avoidance of a painful internal rotation, where the subscapularis is the
primary mover. In this way, the infraspinatus, a primary mover in external rotation of
the humerus, activates to avoid internal rotation. Interestingly, the primary propellers
of the freestyle stroke, the pectoralis major, latissimus dorsi, and posterior deltoid, did
not have any significant difference in muscular activation in swimmers with pain
compared to swimmers without pain. The findings were the same for the teres minor
and the supraspinatus (Pink & Tibone, 2000; Scovazzo et al., 1988). As the athletes
avoid internal rotation, they are using muscles to perform a stroke pull through that are
not prime movers of the pull. This causes muscular imbalances and exacerbates the
kinematic faults that are correlated with shoulder pain.
The reduction in the serratus anterior activation (and the rhomboid’s increase
in activation) during the freestyle stroke has been observed in swimmers with shoulder
pain when assessed electromyographically (Scovazzo et al., 1988). This results in
scapular destabilization. The subscapularis fatigue, when coupled with the
infraspinatus compensation, also leads to glenohumeral destabilization. These
compensatory actions have been hypothesized to be due to muscular fatigue (Matzkin
et al., 2016; Rodeo et al., 2016). Other changes known to occur in swimmers include
imbalances in the internal and external rotator muscles, such as pectoralis minor
tightness, and scapular protraction (Page, 2011). While these may be secondary to the
primary pathological changes, they should be noted as their presence and research on
them will aid in the creation of rehabilitation and preventative programs for shoulder
pain in swimmers.
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The Biceps and Freestyle Swimming
The rotator cuff muscles in swimmers with and without shoulder pain along
with shoulder kinematics has been extensively studied (Gaunt & Maffulli, 2012a).
However, there is little information on the activation and co-activation patterns of the
biceps and triceps. This is surprising, considering that a “dropped elbow,” which
typically results in changed elbow angles throughout the pull phase of the freestyle
stroke, is a major predictor of injury when presented during swimming (Wanivenhaus
et al., 2012). An investigation into elbow kinematics during the pull-through will be
beneficial considering the most resistance is encountered during this phase of the
stroke, and any faults in mechanics may result in increased strain on the rotator cuff
(Rodeo et al., 2016). Additionally, in overhead athletes, such as swimmers,
specifically, are susceptible to shoulder pathologies as a result of biceps brachii
malfunction (Chalmers & Kawakami, 2021).
A specific pathology incurred by swimmers as a result of muscular
malfunction is biceps tendinopathy. Rodeo et. al (2016) performed detailed ultrasound
examinations on members of the 2008 US Olympic swimming team to confirm this.
Biceps tendinopathy occurred in 72% of the shoulders assessed. It is not well
understood if the tendinopathy occurring in the biceps is a cause or a result of the
shoulder pain (Rodeo et al., 2016). It is interesting to note that the biceps tendon
pathology is often coexistent with rotator cuff pathology (Wanivenhaus et al., 2012).
Based on Rodeo’s findings, the biceps’s function should be considered when
examining shoulder pain. Additionally, these findings give more information to
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clinicians, coaches and athletes when creating proper treatment and preventative
programs for shoulder pain. The biceps’ activity should be taken into account when
choosing exercises and stretches to implement. As the body of research surrounding
swimmer shoulder pain grows with the increased awareness of muscular function,
rehabilitation and prevention programs will improve.
The biceps muscle plays a large role during swimming and is especially active
during the freestyle stroke. At hand entry and the initial hand catch the hand is being
supinated and pulling against the water, actions that are primary role for the biceps.
Additionally, these positions create vulnerability for the long biceps tendon (Varacallo
et al., 2022). Furthermore, during the pull through phase of the stroke, the biceps is
acting as not only a forearm supinator, but an elbow flexor and horizontal adductor of
the shoulder joint as well. The front of the shoulder is in a critical position during this
portion of the stroke and the biceps tendon experiences forces from muscle
contractions and the force of stretching as the front of the rotator cuff opens as the
shoulder externally rotates (Becker, 2011; Wu & Bordoni, 2022). This information is
valuable because it allows investigators to consider the major role of the biceps during
freestyle and the onset of shoulder pain. When the biceps muscle was investigated
during freestyle swimming, mixed and inconsistent activity was found through both
pull and recovery phases of the stroke (Nuber et al., 1986). More research is necessary
to understand proper biceps activity during the freestyle stroke in swimmers with nonpainful shoulders, and in swimmers with painful shoulders in order to investigate its
possible role in the onset of shoulder pain.
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A Gap in the Literature: Biceps, Triceps, and Elbow Kinematics
It should be noted that there is substantial research on the shoulder muscles
activation and shoulder kinematics during the freestyle stroke, with and without
regards to shoulder pain. There are, however, few to no studies assessing elbow
kinematics with and without regards to shoulder pain in the freestyle stroke, nor the
prime movers of the elbow and their role in the freestyle stroke and relation to
shoulder pain. This is surprising because, as Becker and Rodeo have noted, the
function of the biceps during freestyle actually relates to shoulder pathologies and
pain. Furthermore, there is a gap in the literature surrounding the triceps muscle during
the freestyle stroke, even though it is the antagonist of the biceps and is a prime mover
of the elbow joint. The elbow’s extension is a primary cause for the creation of
velocity during the pull-through phase of the freestyle stroke, with the biceps and
triceps being determinant muscles in the entire arm cycle of the freestyle stroke (Lauer
et al., 2013).
One study by Lauer et al. attempted to investigate how elbow muscle coactivation was influenced by the freestyle stroke. The investigators had the goal of
examining the coactivation index (CI) of the biceps and triceps during the freestyle
stroke, and how this was affected by the different kinematic phases of the stroke.
Methodology included above and below-water video recording of near-race pace
freestyle swimming with EMG placement on the biceps brachii and triceps brachii.
The findings included that the coactivation of the elbow muscles varied throughout the
stroke (Lauer et al., 2013). While this study had numerous flaws in reporting, it can be
used as an example for what future research should entail on a larger scale.
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It is necessary to investigate not only the elbow’s kinematics during the
resistive portion of the freestyle stroke (pull-through) but also its’ prime movers, the
biceps and triceps, activation and coactivation throughout the stroke in both swimmers
with and without shoulder pain. Additionally, the effects of fatigue should be
investigated on the kinematics and muscular activation about the elbow joint, as this
has been proven to affect coactivation (Kellis et al., 2011).

Conclusion
Swimmers, in general are understudied compared to other athletes. There is
especially little investigation regarding the specific causes of shoulder pain in
swimmers (Tovin, 2006a). From existing literature, there are established normal and
non-shoulder pain producing muscular activations and upper body kinematics during
the freestyle stroke(Pink et al., 1991), however, it is difficult for investigators to make
conclusions about the improper freestyle stroke techniques and improper muscular
functioning and their correlation with shoulder pain. While many investigators focus
primarily on the muscles and kinematics about the rotator cuff when assessing painful
swimmer shoulder, there are few to no studies that investigate the prime movers of the
elbow and elbow kinematic correlations with shoulder pain (Heinlein & Cosgarea,
2010; Pink & Tibone, 2000; Scovazzo et al., 1988). It is necessary to further
investigate the differences in muscular activity about the elbow and the elbow
kinematics during the freestyle pull-through in swimmers with and without shoulder
pain, as the elbow’s position during the freestyle stroke plays a key role in determining
proper form, and the biceps often has accompanying pathologies, such as inflamed
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tendon, ruptures etc., with overhead athlete shoulder pain (Nuber et al., 1986; Prins et
al., 2012; Rodeo et al., 2016; Wanivenhaus et al., 2012). Therefore, establishing
significant differences in the biomechanics for the freestyle pull-through between
those with and without shoulder pain is imperative for injury prevention and detection.
It will allow for greater understanding into the mechanisms of injury and what specific
muscle actions are necessary to prevent injury and/or aid in reducing overuse of said
muscles. As athletes, coaches and clinicians understand the biomechanics that promote
swimmers’ shoulder, they will be able to more appropriately choose exercises,
stretches and therapies to treat the specific potential causes of the shoulder pain.
The present study clarifies and adds to existing literature by investigating the
kinematic and muscular differences in swimmers with and without shoulder pain
during a freestyle pull-through. The purpose of this study is to assess muscle firing
patterns in swimmers with and without shoulder pain and determine if there are
differences in coactivation of triceps brachii and biceps brachii, and elbow angle.
Further, it adds to the understanding of associations between elbow kinematics and
biceps and triceps activation and swimmer shoulder pain.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
Participants
In this cross-sectional study, 20 young male and female competitive swimmers
between the ages of 18-25 years were enrolled in this study. Participants were
screened for eligibility (Table 2. Criteria included (1) currently or previously being a
competitive swimmer for at least seven years (Swann et al., 2015), (2) year-round
participation in the sport and the (3) absence of any shoulder surgeries or dislocations.
Participants visited the lab once for testing, for up to 3 hours.
Individuals who had less than seven years competitive swimming experience,
shoulder surgeries, dislocations, diagnosed injury that may affect participation in the
study or any current injuries that would present an issue were excluded from this
research.
Table 2. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Inclusion Criteria

Exclusion Criteria

Adult male or female, aged 18-25

Any shoulder surgeries, dislocations or
any diagnosed injury that may conflict
with the study
Less than 7 years competitive
swimming experience
Has a current injury or condition that
may, in the opinion of the research
team, has the potential to prevent study
completion and/or have a confounding
effect on outcome assessments and/or
presents a safety concern for the
participant and/or research staff

Are/was a competitive swimmer for at
least 7 years, year-round
No shoulder surgeries, dislocations or
any diagnosed injury that may conflict
with the study
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IRB Informed Consent
All participants provided a written informed consent in accordance with the
University of Rhode Island’s policy on research using human subjects and approval of
this research project was obtained from the University of Rhode Island’s Institutional
Review Board.
Participants were asked to report to University of Rhode Island at the
Independence Square Building, in the Biomechanics Lab, room 196, for one visit
lasting approximately 2 hours. No specifications were made for participants coming to
the lab, other than wearing attire appropriate for exercise (leggings, sports bra, shorts).
At the beginning of the visit, investigators reported demographic information
including height and weight, gender and ethnicity (if chosen to disclose by
participant), if they are experiencing shoulder pain (objective) and if so in which
shoulder, and history of any pertinent injuries to the upper extremity. Height was
measured by a stadiometer and weight was measured using a scale.
Participants also filled out brief questionnaires related to shoulder pain and
mobility. This included the Penn Shoulder Score (PSS) (Leggin et al, 2006; Tate et al.,
2012) a 100-point scale with subscales of pain, function, and overall satisfaction of
joint mobility. The second survey taken was the Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and
Hand (DASH) Outcome Measure (Hudak et al. 1996), a 30-item assessment on the
symptoms of each participant and their ability to perform certain activities.
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Swim Ergometer
A custom swimming ergometer was used in this study. The ergometer was
engineered using two swimming paddles attached to elastic cords about the hand so
that participants could place their hands in the paddles as they would use the
equipment during swimming practice. The elastic cords were 5lb of resistance each.
The cords were secured on either side of a push/pull sled with two 45lb plates added to
keep the sled secured. Each cord was measured to be equal in distance from the secure
point on the sled to the paddle so that each arm would experience the same amount of
resistance. Each cord was measured to be equal length, from the secure point in the
middle of the paddle (manually tied) to the secure point on the sled (manually tied).
The secure points on the sled were determined to be at the same height as the flat
bench so that when participants laid down, they would be able to suspend their arms at
a height akin to what would be experienced had they been in water (Figure 1). The
idea to create a swim ergometer was taken from previous research that had used a
professionally engineered swim ergometer (Murray et al., 2014; VASA, 2021).
The ergometer used in this study was adjusted
for each participant. After laying down on the bench,
athletes were instructed to raise their arms to “entry
position” where their hands would typically enter the
water during a freestyle stroke. The investigators then
pulled the sled away from bench and instruct the
participant to complete a freestyle pull-down to
Figure 2: Participant
strapped into the customized
swim ergometer.

determine what the appropriate distance from the
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bench was to mimic the resistance felt by the water. Participants gave an objective
answer (“yes” or “no”) as to whether the resistance “felt like water.” If the answer was
“yes,” the trials began, if it was a “no” adjustments were made as necessary. An
example of a participant strapped into the ergometer can be seen in Figure 2.

Marker Set
For this study, a full upper extremity
modified RAB shoulder model set was used (Rab et
al., 2002). The reflective skin-based markers for the
optical motion capture system were placed on the
subject’s upper extremity, back, head and on the
pelvis on the ASIS and iliac crests. The head
markers included the top of the head, and on each
ear. A headband was provided with a marker in
placed on the middle of the crown area, so that the

Figure 3: A participant
seated with the marker set
and EMGs placed on upper
body.

marker was ensured to be in the same position each
time. The torso markers included the seventh cervical vertebrae, the tenth thoracic
vertebrae, and the jugular notch. The pelvic area included markers on the left and right
ASIS, placed directly over each anterior superior iliac spine. The Iliac crest markers
were placed laterally at the subjects’ highest point of the iliac crest. The sacrum also
included a marker, placed in the center of the sacrum. Right and left shoulder markers
were each placed at the acromioclavicular joint. Marker clusters were attached
bilaterally on the lateral portion of each upper arm and forearm, so that when arms
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were relaxed at one’s side, the marker cluster was on the lateral side of the arm. Each
elbow included two markers, placed on the lateral and medial epicondyles. A photo of
the frontal view of the marker set can be seen in Figure 3.

Electromyography
Muscular activation and coactivation data will show how the athletes’ muscles
are performing and functioning during simulated swimming. Delsys (Delsys, Natick,
MA) Trigno electromyography sensors were placed bilaterally on the biceps brachii,
triceps brachii. EMG placements were based off of detailed instructions from the
Surface ElectroMyoGraphy for the Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscles (SENIAM)
at their website: www.seniam.org; (Roessingh Research and Development, 2022). A
test for maximal muscle activation was completed to provide normalized EMG values
so that results could be compared across individuals. These were performed through
the use of maximal voluntary contractions (MVC) with manual resistance provided by
an investigator, following standardized MVC protocols (Ekstrom et al., 2005; Kendall
et al., 2005). For the biceps brachii participants, performed a “biceps curl” as the
investigator pushed down against their forearm, with the participants’ hand pronated
and their elbow at an angle slightly below 90 degrees, with the upper arm directly at
their side, immobile. For the triceps brachii, participants extended their arm as the
investigator pushed up against the forearm while the participant held their arm at the
side, hand pronated, with elbow bent to an angle slightly above 90 degrees.
Participants were verbally guided and instructed to maintain an upright position and to
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not compensate using other portions of their body. Collection for EMG data occurred
at 1000Hz.

Outcome Measures
Joint kinematics of the elbow and muscular activity of the biceps and triceps
were observed to determine the elbow’s positional changes and activity throughout the
freestyle pull in swimmers with and without shoulder pain.

Procedure
Following the informed consent process, EMGs were placed on the participant
after wiping the surface of the skin with alcohol. EMGs were placed on the biceps and
triceps in order to determine muscular function throughout testing and MVC testing
was performed in order to provide a standard for which to compare collected data to.
Each muscle was tested in a 10-15 second capture period where the participant was
asked to “push against” the investigator “as hard as [they] can” for 10 seconds.
Additionally, verbal encouragement was given during this period by investigators.
Following MVC testing, the marker set was placed on the participant. To ensure
maximal marker identification and to reduce artifacts in the capture periods,
participants were asked to wear a sports bra (females) or to remain shirtless (males).
Any reflective sections of clothing were covered using tape.
Once swimmers were instrumented with all sensors, they were seated at the
end of a flat bench in the middle of the volume in a seated anatomical position for 3
seconds to capture a static posture to allow for an anatomical calibration of markers on
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body. Instructions were then given to the participant outlining the process for the
trials. Participants laid prone with arms extended on the flat bench with hands in the
customized swim ergometer. They were instructed to practice taking strokes as a
warmup.
A set of five, two-minute trials of simulated freestyle swimming were then
performed. One-minute of rest was taken between each trial. During the rest periods
the participant was instructed to recover in a position that was comfortable to them.
During the trials, participants were instructed to do a double arm pull-down. For the
pull-down they were instructed to mimic their typical freestyle pulldown. For recovery
phase of the stroke, once hands had reached the horizontal position at the end of their
typical pull-down, they were asked to let their hands be pulled forward by the
ergometer using no effort. This would mimic the use of the commercially available
swim ergometer, the SwimErg, where the “over the water” recovery motion is not
used. During the 2-minute trials participants were instructed to simulate swimming at
a pace that was comfortable to them and that they could uphold throughout all 5 of the
trials. No instruction for the simulated swimming other than “start” and “stop,” and
verbal encouragement, was given by investigators. No instructions on how to pull
were given. This was done in order to minimize the effect of the intervention on
typical stroke patterns and to obtain data from the participants that felt the most
natural to them, and that would closely resemble what would be used during practice
and/or competition.
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Data was collected for periods of 30 seconds taken at :15 and 1:15 during each
2-minute trial. A running digital clock was provided for both the investigators and the
participants to view as the trial were completed.
After trials were complete the participants and investigators removed all
markers and EMGs and participation was complete.

Data Processing
All EMG data was rectified, filtered, and enveloped, and expressed as a
percentage of MVC. After being rectified, EMG for the biceps and triceps muscles
during the pull-through phase of the stroke were band passed filtered between 50 and
400 Hz using a Butterworth filter. A moving root mean square approach was used to
compute the linear envelope of all EMG signals. The window for the RMS calculation
was set at 100 msec. Muscles were normalized by the mean maximum voluntary
contraction recorded over a 10 second period. Peak amplitude for all muscles assessed
was determined.
The co-contraction index (CCI) was calculated using similar methods to those
used by Lauer (2013). The index refers to the simultaneous activation of agonist and
antagonist muscles on opposite sides of a joint and tells you which muscle is
activating in greater (or less) amounts during a movement (Li et al., 2021).
The freestyle swimming stroke was broken into two distinct phases: Early
Phase and Late Phase. The wrist markers determined the start and end of the pull
through. When the wrist markers reached their greatest position along the y-axis in the
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volume, the beginning, or “top” of the stroke was determined. Similarly, when the
wrist markers reached their smallest position along the y-axis in the volume, the finish,
or “end” of the stroke was determined. Using the shoulder and upper arm cluster
markers, the middle of the pull was determined when the upper arm cluster passed the
shoulder marker at 90 degrees horizontal abduction. Elbow angles were only assessed
between the top and end of the stroke, when pull-through was occurring. Elbow angles
were not assessed during recovery, when the participant returned their hands to the top
of the stroke. The elbow angle itself was determined using the upper arm cluster and
the wrist markers.
Point-based tracking was used to calculate the three-dimensional (3-D)
coordinates of the markers attached to the body and is modeled as a series of rigid
segments (Qualisys Track Manager, QTM, Gotenberg, Sweden). The motion between
these segments were calculated using commercially available software (Visual 3D, CMotion, Germantown, MD). Kinematic parameters were calculated using the
combination of anthropometric measures and the segment positions calculated using
conventional mathematical methods. Joint kinematics of the elbow were calculated
using Visual 3D. The elbow angle is calculated from the position of the forearm to the
upper arm. The forearm (distal segment) is virtually rotated into the upper arm
(proximal segment) to find the angle.

Statistical Analysis
Statistics were run in JMP Statistics Version 16.2.0. Copyright © 1998-2014
by Neil Hodgson. A repeated measures multi-variate repeated measured MANOVA
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was conducted with two independent variables and 8 dependent variables: between
subject Pain/No Pain, and within subjects as Early/Late stroke phase.
Post-Hoc analysis were performed to see where in the data there was
significance. Comparisons of results and determination of significance were done
using Tukey’s Post-Hoc analysis. Furthermore, 1-way ANOVA were conducted for
Pain and No Pain groups across all variables, (Left/Right Elbow Angle, Left/Right
Biceps Activation, Left/Right Triceps Activation, CCI), and further stratified for early
and late stroke phases. Correlation assessments were done using these 1-way ANOVA
and linear fit tests were done for in both the Pain and No Pain groups for the entire
stroke and for the early and late phases for elbow angles and muscular activations for
right and left sides.
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CHAPTER 4

FINDINGS
Twenty swimmers, age 20 ± 0.988, with and without shoulder pain participated
in this study. Participant demographics can be found in Table 3.
Table 3. Participant demographics
Demographics
Participants
Height (meters)
Weight (kilograms)
Age (years)

20
(90% FEMALE)
1.665 m
69.98 kg
20.15 ± .988 yrs

Shoulder Pain

10

No Shoulder Pain
Left Side Pain
Right Side Pain
Both Sides Pain
Right-Handed
Participants with Pain
Left-Handed Participants
with Pain

10
4
3
3
7
3

Participants were grouped by pain levels. Individuals with pain in either
shoulder we assigned to the Pain group (P) and those with no reported shoulder pain
were assigned to the No Pain group (NP). Pain surveys showed a significant difference
Table 4. Results from Pain Surveys
Participants

No Pain Group (10)

Pain Group (10)

p-value

DASH Score

0.66 +/- 1.56

9.64 +/- 5.95

0.0009*

PSS Score

97.70+/- 4.40

81.00+/- 13.80

0.004*

DASH = Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand (DASH) Outcome Measure;
PSS = Penn Shoulder Score; Values for scores are means +/- one standard deviation
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in pain levels between the Pain and No Pain groups (Table 4). For the DASH scores, a
higher score represents more pain; for the PSS score a lower score indicated increased
pain.
Elbow angles and muscular activities can be seen in Figures 4 and 5,
respectively. CCI results can be seen in Figure 6, 7,8 and 9 exhibiting the significant
co-activation pattern differences between the Pain and No Pain groups during the
Early and Late phases of the freestyle stroke.
In both the Pain (P) and No Pain (NP) groups, no significant differences were
found across the ten trials for all variables (elbow angles, biceps activation, triceps
activation and CCI across trials) even when further stratified between Early (E) and
Late (L) phases of the freestyle stroke. This was found using one-way ANOVAs for
each of the participants 10 trials and comparing each trial’s means and standard
deviations to all of the other 9 trials for that participant.
In a linear fit correlation analysis for participants in the PAIN group, Late
phase, left peak elbow angle was moderately correlated with the left peak biceps angle
(R2= 0.598, p<.0001) as seen in Figure 10. In the Pain group, there were correlations
found between right peak biceps and left peak biceps activation during E phase (R2=
0.8776, p<.0001) as seen in Figure 11, and during the L phase (R2= 0.511, p<.0001) as
seen in Figure 12, and across the whole stroke (R2= .0855, p<.0001).
In the NP group, no such correlation was found between the same right and
left peak biceps variables: E phase (R2= .00972, p<.0021) and during the L phase (R2=
0.03057, p<.0901), and across the whole stroke (R2= 0.000296, p<.8138). No linear
correlations were found in post hoc analysis for other variables.
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Figure 4. Elbow angles across the freestyle pull in Pain and No Pain
group. Pain group mean in red and standard deviation in shaded red and
No Pain group mean in blue and standard deviation in shaded blue.

Figure 5. Muscular activation across the freestyle pull in Pain and No
Pain group. Pain group mean in red and standard deviation in shaded red
and No Pain group mean in blue and standard deviation in shaded blue.
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Biceps-Triceps CoContraction Index
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Biceps-Triceps CoContraction Index
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Figure 6. CCI results in the Left arm
between the No Pain group Pain group plus
one SD. Early phase is showed in green and
Late phase is shown in red.

Pain
Late

Figure 7. CCI results in the Right arm
between the No Pain group Pain group plus
one SD. Early phase is showed in green and
Late phase is shown in red.

Biceps-Triceps Co-Contraction
Index - Early Phase

Biceps-Triceps Co-Contraction
Index - Late Phase
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Figure 8. CCI results during the Early phase
of the freestyle stroke plus one SD. No Pain
group is in blue and Pain group is in orange.

Right
Pain

Figure 9. CCI results during the Late phase
of the freestyle stroke plus one SD. No Pain
group is in blue and Pain group is in orange.

Two-way ANOVA were run for CCI in the right and left side during the E/L
phases and across the entire stroke. One-way ANOVA were also run for P and NP
groups for elbow angles, biceps and triceps activation on the right and left sides. In the
E phase, P group had significantly greater right biceps CCI (p<.0015) as seen in
Figure 13 (NP=1, P=2).
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LEFT Peak Elbow Angle
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In the L phase, again the P group had
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significantly greater right biceps CCI
(p<.0001) as seen in Figure 14. Across
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the whole stroke the P group again had
100

a greater right biceps CCI (p<.0003).
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LEFT Peak Bicep Activation
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Figure 10. Bivariate Fit of LEFT Peak
Elbow Angle By LEFT Peak Biceps
Activation

In the E phase, the NP group had nonsignificantly greater left biceps CCI
(p<.0779). In the L phase, the NP
group had greater left biceps CCI
(p<.0284) as seen in Figure 15. Across
the whole stroke for the left side the
NP group had a greater left biceps CCI
(p<.0335).

Figure 11. Bivariate Fit of RIGHT Peak
Biceps Activation By LEFT Peak Biceps
Activation during Early phase

group has a greater average peak left
elbow angle by 6 degrees (NP=

0.3

90.53°, P= 96.6°, p<.0001) as seen in
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RIGHT Peak Bicep Activation
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activation and no significant
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Figure 12. Bivariate Fit of RIGHT Peak
Biceps Activation By LEFT Peak Biceps
Activation during Late phase
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differences in left peak triceps
activation. In the E phase on the right
side, P group has a greater average

peak right elbow angle by 4 degrees
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seen in Figure 17, P group has a
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(p<.0001) as seen in Figure 18, and P
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group has a greater right peak triceps
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16. One-way Analysis of RIGHT
LEFT
Figure 13.
Peak
Elbow
Angle
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Figure 23. One-way Analysis of RIGHT
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Data shown as mean ± 2 SDs.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Discussion
A review of the current literature surrounding the muscular activity and
biomechanics of swimmers with and without shoulder pain has yielded little
information regarding the biceps and triceps activation and elbow angles between
swimmers with and without shoulder pain and how these variables change as a
function of pain. To date, the scientific research has focused primarily on the muscles
and kinematics about the rotator cuff when assessing painful swimmer shoulder, there
are few to no studies that investigate the prime movers of the elbow and elbow
kinematic correlations with shoulder pain (Heinlein & Cosgarea, 2010; Pink &
Tibone, 2000; Scovazzo et al., 1988).The current study was designed to address these
questions. The position of the swimmer’s elbow plays a key role in the freestyle stroke
and changes in the elbow position associated with pain may result in deterioration of
stroke mechanics and potentially injury. Understanding the kinematics and muscular
activities about the elbow would enable the creation of specific exercise programs that
could be used to mitigate symptoms and mechanical flaws associated with shoulder
pain.
Participants were consistent in their stroke mechanics across all ten trials. This is
expected and shows that the data collected is reliable as there were no major changes
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due to testing fatigue. The participants were consistent in their strokes as trials went on
and did not change their actions as tests continued.
In the Late Phase of the Pain groups stroke, left peak elbow angle and left peak
biceps activation had a significant linear fit with a medium correlation (R2=.598,
p<.0001, Figure 10). This indicates that the left peak elbow angle and left peak biceps
activation are positively correlated. As left elbow extension increases, the biceps
activity increases in the late phase of the stroke in the pain group. The optimal angle
for greatest biceps activation is 56° of elbow flexion; this smaller elbow angle allows
for greater muscular activation in biceps (Yang et al., 2014). These results indicate
that the Pain group’s left biceps is over-active as elbow angle increases, where it
would normally have decreased activity with greater flexion. It has been suggested
that in painful swimming strokes, athletes will exit their hand from the water earlier
than in the non-painful strokes. This early exit prevents the elbow from reaching
extending fully during the propulsive late-pull phase of the stroke and instead forces
the athlete to propel themselves with a smaller elbow angle (Matzkin et al., 2016;
Pink & Tibone, 2000). These altered mechanics support the findings of the linearly
correlated left elbow angle and left biceps activation. This previous research supports
the results suggesting an overactive biceps in the painful late-phase of the freestyle
stroke as this muscle must work harder to propel the athlete while in the un-favorable
position of exit.
Regarding muscular co-contraction index during the freestyle stroke, the Pain
group had significantly greater CCI during both the Early, Late and entire stroke
(p<.0015, .0001, .0003, respectively; Figures 7, 8, 9). Conversely, the No Pain group
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exhibited greater CCI during both the Early, Late and entire stroke
(p<.0779,.0284,.0335, respectively, Figures 6, 8, 9). These results suggest altered
muscular firing patterns in the painful swimmer shoulder. Most of the participants
included in this study were right-handed, suggesting dominance on the right side
during the stroke, and a total of six out of 10 swimmers had right shoulder pain. The
biceps and triceps are antagonistically paired, as the biceps is a prime mover for elbow
flexion and the triceps is a prime mover for elbow extension. Each works against the
other when completing their primary movement pattern. The results seen on the right
side of the body in Pain participants show that the biceps is “taking over” with an
increase in activation to compensate for a painful shoulder during elbow extension
during the freestyle pull-through, which would typically be the propulsive force for the
athlete as their body rolls and the arm is extended to hand exit ( Pink & Tibone, 2000;
Scovazzo et al., 1988). The results observed on the left side of the body suggest that
there are still significant differences between Pain and No Pain muscular activities,
and that the triceps in the Pain group may be over-active as a compensation for any
experienced pain in the right side with the lesser biceps activation.
The CCI in this study was used in reference to the bicep’s activation. The CCI
can increase by (1) an increase in biceps activation (2) a decrease in triceps activity or
(3) a combination of both an increase in biceps AND decrease in triceps. The CCI was
calculated by taking the triceps activation and dividing it by the triceps plus biceps
activation times 100 (Lauer et al., 2013). This can be seen in the Early Phase of the
stroke (Figure 8), the greater CCI in the Pain group on the right side can be attributed
to the Pain group’s greater biceps activation in the first quarter of the stroke (Figure
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5). Furthermore, in the Late Phase of the stroke, on the right side of the body the Pain
group has a larger CCI than the No Pain group (Figure 9), which can be attributed to
the Pain group’s lessened right triceps activation compared to the No Pain group’s in
the last half of the stroke (Figure 5).
Compensatory muscular activations can be observed through observing the CCI
results, as the CCI is directly related to muscular activations. In the Late Phase of the
stroke, (Figure 9) the left and right sides of the body have different CCIs in the Pain
and No Pain groups. The No Pain group has a greater left side CCI and lesser right
side CCI, while the Pain group has a lesser left side CCI and greater right side CCI.
The significant differences between the two groups muscular CCIs across all phases of
the stroke suggest compensatory patterns in the firing and antagonistic relationship of
the biceps and triceps.
An added layer to the right-side specific shoulder pain and muscular activity
changes may be contributed to the preferred side for breathing during the freestyle
stroke. It is common for excess rotation to occur during breathing and subsequent
humeral hyper extension and impingement or injury. If a swimmer breathes to one
side more than the other there will be a tendency to have these faulty biomechanics on
this side and an increase in risk for shoulder pain/injury on this side ( Pink et al., 1996;
Smyth, n.d.). Most swimmers have a preferred breathing side, and as a majority of
participants were right-handed in this study, it may explain the muscular differences in
the Pain/No Pain groups. Additionally, the notion that the dominant arm is the
preferred propulsive arm during breathing would make the non-dominant arm a
support or compensator to control muscular asymmetries (Seifert et al., 2005). This
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would explain the linear relations of the left elbow angle and left peak biceps
activation. However, this study did not account for preferred breathing side, and due to
the land-based nature of data collection, natural breathing cycles could not be
observed.
In the Early Phase of the stroke, the Pain group had a greater peak left elbow
angle (p<.0001; Figure 16) and right peak elbow angle (p<.0001; Figure 17),
suggesting a wider hand entry and more extended elbow at hand entry, which has been
proven to be related to shoulder injuries in swimmers (Virag et al., 2014). The right
arm exhibited significantly greater biceps and triceps peak activations on the Pain
group (p<.0001, p=.0046, respectively; Figures 18 & 19), suggesting muscular
compensation due to the pain felt in the shoulder(s) in this group.
In the Late Phase of the stroke, only in the right arm did the No Pain group
have a greater peak elbow angle (p=.023; Figure 22). The greater peak elbow angle in
the No Pain group supports previous research which has established a narrow hand
exit and pull through as an indicator of shoulder pain. On the right side the Pain group
had a greater peak biceps activity (p=.0002; Figure 23) and the No Pain group had
greater peak triceps activity (p=.0014; Figure 24). These findings also support the
secondary hypothesis that swimmers presenting shoulder pain will have a smaller
elbow flexion angle during the simulated swimming stroke compared to swimmers not
presenting shoulder pain.
The larger angle between the upper arm and forearm in the late phase of the No
Pain group’s stroke can be attributed to proper mechanics, where swimming stroke
from mid-stroke to hand exit are characterized by more elbow extension, as opposed
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to improper mechanics where the elbows are seen to have narrower, less extended
positioning at water exit (Matzkin et al., 2016; Pink & Tibone, 2000). The Pain group
having a greater peak biceps activity on the right side despite the lesser elbow angle
and correlated early hand exit that is related to narrow hand exit suggest that the
biceps is compensating for the triceps’s lessened activity due to the shoulder pain. In
the L phase, on the left side, the No Pain group had both greater peak biceps and
triceps activation (p=.0007, p=.0211, respectively; Figures 20 &21) than the Pain
group. This could also be an indicator of lesser activation in both muscles due to
compensatory mechanics due to the shoulder pain in the Pain group (Ludewig &
Cook, 2000).
When separated into Early and Late Phases of stroke, significant differences are
discovered regarding elbow angles and muscular activations of the biceps and triceps.
When elbow angles and muscular activations of the biceps and triceps are observed
across the entire swimming stroke, no significance is found between the Pain and No
Pain groups. This makes sense because the swimmer stroke phase is not completely
changed when pain is found, simply altered across the specific movements, i.e. wider
angles in improper swimming strokes during the hand entry phase (early) and
narrower elbow/shoulder angles during improper swimming strokes during the hand
exit phase (late) (Matzkin et al., 2016; Scovazzo et al., 1988; Smyth, n.d.; Virag et al.,
2014).
The results observed on the left side of the body suggest that there are significant
differences between Pain and No Pain muscular activities, and that the triceps in the
Pain group may be over-active as a compensation for any experienced pain in the right
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side. The significant differences between the two groups muscular CCIs across all
phases of the stroke suggest compensatory patterns in the firing and antagonistic
relationship of the biceps and triceps. These results suggest altered muscular firing
patterns in the painful swimmer shoulder. The results seen on the right side of the
body in Pain group show that the biceps are “taking over” with an increase in
activation to compensate for a painful shoulder during elbow extension during the
freestyle pull-through, which would typically be the propulsive force. These altered
mechanics support the findings of the linearly correlated left elbow angle and left
biceps activation. Previous research supports these results suggesting an overactive
biceps in the painful Late Phase of the freestyle stroke as this muscle must work
harder to propel the athlete while in the un-favorable position of exit.

Limitations
The current study is limited by an unpaired number of male and female
participants enrolled (n=2 male). This is primarily due to the limited enrollment during
the COVID-19 pandemic, and the lack of a male varsity swimming team at the
University of Rhode Island.
While the customized swim ergometer created for the study was engineered to
the investigator’s best abilities, it was still not perfectly able to re-create water
resistance. The bands used to attach the paddles to the weight sled were stretch bands
made of elastic, so as athletes completed a pull-through the resistance was varied,
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increasing as the hands reached the end of the stroke cycle. Additionally, the freestyle
stroke was assessed using a double arm pulldown. While other engineered swim
ergometers also use a double arm pulldown to mimic freestyle swimming, traditional
in-water freestyle is done one arm at a time with a body roll. The swim ergometer
created for the study was also at a set elevation, so athletes with longer limbs
occasionally scraped the ground with their fingertips, which could have affected stroke
mechanics. In the future, researchers with the funds available to purchase a real swim
ergometer should use this to assess stroke mechanics, or with the funds and access to
under water cameras and electromyography to assess stroke mechanics as they are
done naturally.
Swimming is performed in an aqueous environment, yet this study assessed the
sport on land. This presented a number of limitations as water resistance could not be
accounted for, as well as respiration and athletes’ mechanics during respiration when
they would otherwise change stroke pattern in order to bring their mouth to air.
Additionally, any effects of water pressure on stroke changes during trials could not be
assessed. Compared to other land sports, swimming in the prone position results in
heart rate, blood pressure and stroke volume complicated by the effects of immersion
in water. Assessing this sport on land completely gets rid of any effects submersion
may have on stroke mechanics and muscular activation (Faulkner, 1966). Furthermore,
there was no typical rotation during the swimming movement as the test was done on a
flat bench. Future research should aim to assess stroke mechanics and muscular
activity while in the water. There was additionally no control for participants activities
prior to coming to the lab. Some athletes could have arrived directly after a workout or
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a practice, which could have affected their results and performance. Finally, the side
of the body the swimmer exhibited pain was not controlled for. Future research should
deeply analyze the correlations between unilateral and bilateral shoulder pain and the
effects on the muscular activity and kinematic compensations that ensue.
Implications:

This study adds to the current body of research surrounding swimming injuries
to the shoulder. Its findings can aid coaches, athletes and trainers in understanding
these injuries and mechanics that may be associated with them. The findings regarding
the biceps and triceps activations during the Early and Late Phases of the freestyle
stroke may be especially helpful in understanding the underlying causes or effects of
shoulder pain.
The hypothesis of swimmers with shoulder pain having smaller elbow flexion
angles than swimmers without shoulder pain is supported by the results found during
the Late Phase of the stroke. The early hand exit seen in swimmers with shoulder pain
in previous research support the smaller elbow angle findings. The secondary
hypothesis was rejected for the early phase of the stroke and accepted for the late
phase of the stroke.
With more research performed on the biceps and triceps during freestyle
swimming and their coactivations, along with elbow mechanics, correlations between
specific stroke mechanics and injuries can be established and preventative injury
protocols may be created to aid future athletes.
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